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Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module

236601

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Search / Report

239977

Product Bug

6.5.1.8

Add & Edit

239843

Product Bug

6.5.1.4

General code
issues

Title
Prevent users from running queries with no specified
filters

Error in related issue display when a screen with more
than 30 text fields was submitted

RC1 session error fixed

Release Note
The MINIMUM_SEARCH_FIELDS behavior setting has
been enhanced so that the administrator can control the
end user behavior, in a way that they must always create
a query with a minimum number of filters, reducing the
likelihood that an end user can create a report that
requires an inordinate amount of database resources.
This was related to an earlier assumption that more than
30 text fields would not be submitted on a single form
within a related issue display. This problem has been
resolved.
This error happened with an obscure operation as follows:
1. Edit an issue with a related issue display (issue 1)
2. Edit one of the related issue display issues from the
related issue display on the edit page from 1 (issue 2)
3. From the edit page in 2, edit another issue (issue 3)
4. Close or update issue 2
5. Wait about 30 seconds
6. Hit history on issue 3

240011

Product Bug

6.5.1.5

Home Page

239744

Product Bug

6.5.1.7

Search / Report

The problem has been fixed.
Default area/project was not set correctly when switching This was replicated as follows:
user role
- Define a role, R, that has only one area/project that can
add issues
- For some user with access to administrator and the role
R, sign in as that user, and set the role to administrator
- Choose an area/project that role R has no permissions
for from the menu
- Now choose role R from the menu
- Try to open an Add screen.

Invalid Number errors found in log

It should be permitted -- this would fail before
No error was observed by users, but an "Invocation
Target is:java.sql.SQLException: ORA-01722: invalid
number" error was observed in the log. This was found to
only occur on an Oracle database installation, with an
allowed value relationship between the AREA field and a
user defined field of type USER, both being placed on the
SEARCH_QUICK layout.
This has been fixed.
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